Addendum No. 1

Wicomico County Purchasing
125 N. Division St. Room B-3
Salisbury, MD 21801
Ph. 410-548-4805 Fax 410-334-3130

Date: 7/14/16

Addendum # 1
Bid: Internal Fiber Wiring at Civic Center
Wicomico County Youth and Civic Center’s Interior Fiber Cabling Questions from the Pre-bid
meeting held at 2:00 pm on July 8, 2016.
An 8-1/2”x11’ copy of the First Floor Plan was handed out to all of the vendors in attendance.
Q:
A:

Q:

1) Specify what kind of jacketing or conduit material for the cabling?
Specify what kind of connectors does the county want?
Fiber optic cable running through conduit is not required. Use industry standard
jacketing and installation methods. Fiber optic cable will need to be terminated with LC
connectors.

A:

2) All Equipment is to be wall-mounted in each location depicted on the Floor Plan.
What is the manufacturer and model number for the wall-mounted equipment?
Not specified, we prefer wall mounted termination box type.

Q:
A:

3) Is the equipment going to be a “Box type” of a “Rack type”?
We prefer wall mounted termination box type.

Q:
A:

4) Is the Fiber Cabling specified for a Single Mode or a Multi-mode?
Aqua color multimode (50/125) (850 nm) plenum rated.

Q:
A:

5) How many wall penetrations are going to be needed through the CMU walls?
there will be fifteen (15) penetrations through CMU walls and six (6) penetrations
through drywall walls.
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Q:
A:

6) It is assumed by the vendor that the ceilings will be removed/ demolished when they
will be running the overhead cabling. Who is responsible for possible damages?
If, at the time of the cabling installation occurs and new ceilings are in place, then any
damages incurred would be the responsibility of the vendor.

Q:
A:

7) What type of Testing Method will be used after the cabling is complete?
Testing for continuity and end-to-end loss

Q:
A:

8) Whom will be responsible for the cost of the testing?
The vendor

Q:

9) On the fiber run from the Office to Station 1, you are calling out for a 36 Strand Fiber.
That fiber run is around 375 foot. Vendors only sell a minimum of 2,000 feet. Can we
use one 24 strand and one 12 strand for this?
This will be acceptable.

A:

The cut-off date for any further bidding questions is Friday, July 15, 2016 at 5pm.

Submitted by
Wicomico County Purchasing
purchasing@wicomicocounty.org
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